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1. Drew Magary’s essay “The Problem with Peter King” quotes a 2010 article in which King characterized this guy
“checking into Betty Ford later this month” as a “good nugget.” This guy had a prominent role in the baseball film
Million Dollar Arm as the party-hard football player Popo. The Chargers’ selection of Larry English at 16 dropped
this Bednarik winner to 38th in the 2009 draft, despite an SI draft preview cover with the headline “Band of
Brothers” that showed this guy flanked by college teammates Brian Cushing and Clay Matthews. For 10 points,
remember this guy, a Samoan linebacker out of USC who played from 2009-16 for the Bengals?
ANSWER: Rey Maualuga [or Reynold Tala Maualuga]

2. The top of this guy’s wiki page has “did you mean?” for a suburban newspaper magnate and former Republican in
the Minnesota Senate whose surname ends in ‘I-E’. This guy gave up six runs and ten hits in four innings in a
disastrous 2002 ALDS against the Twins. This guy and former teammate Barry Zito were the highest-paid lefties in
the 2006 free agent class. This guy, who earned his first all-star bid in 2004 for the Blue Jays after he was traded for
Bobby Kielty, is by far the most recent MLB player with the first and middle names “Theodore Roosevelt.” For 10
points, remember this guy, a decent lefty for the Yankees, A’s, Blue Jays, Cubs, and Dodgers, who goes by “Ted”?
ANSWER: Ted Lilly [or Theodore Roosevelt Lilly III]

3. After this guy earned his first 50-start season at age 31 in 2004-05, he suffered a back issue that ended his career
and led him to be supplanted by Rafer Alston among Houston’s starters. This guy probably has both the fewest
career dunks and threes of any of the nine retired players who have been in both the three-point and dunk contests.
He was on the Hawks as a result of the week’s second Rasheed Wallace deal when, a year after Ricky Davis’s antics,
the NBA ruled that he intentionally missed a shot to get a rebound and took away his third straight triple double. For
10 points, remember this guy, a white combo guard who sadly does not have a sibling named al-Baqarah?
ANSWER: Bob Sura [or Robert Sura Jr.]

4. The commentators said this guy was “in the house” when he nearly had a third-hole ace on a ball that may have
gone in if it didn’t bounce on bird poop. He was wearing three large lapel pins on his Callaway hat during a major in
which his clubhouse lead turned into a tie on a rival’s 18th-hole, 12-foot putt that prompted the commentary “expect
anything different?” This guy cheekily wore red during a miraculous near-comeback in a Monday round at Torrey
Pines against a competitor who was frequently wincing because of recent knee surgery. For 10 points, remember this
guy, a gregarious Italian-American golfer who lost the 2008 U.S. Open after a 19-hole playoff against Tiger Woods?
ANSWER: Rocco Mediate [or Rocco Anthony Mediate]

5. The 6-foot-3 Dajuan Wagner and this 6’8” wing are the only retired guys taken in the lottery who shot under 37%
from the field across 100+ NBA games. This guy, who hoped to be drafted by a West Coast team but landed instead
on the Nets, suffered a horrible ACL tear before the start of his college career but recovered with a cadaver graft and
went on to win a Wooden Award. His brother, who played two seasons for the Pistons in the late 1990s, teamed up
with him to win a title game over Arkansas. For 10 points, remember this guy, the brother of Charles, star of the
1995 champion UCLA team, and lead plaintiff in a class action name-and-likeness lawsuit against the NCAA?
ANSWER: Ed O’Bannon [or Edward Charles O’Bannon Jr.]

6. Since 2000, only Jimmy Rollins, Luis Castillo, and Chase Utley have had longer hitting streaks than this guy’s
33-gamer, which was concurrent with a rookie teammate’s 20-game streak. Before the 2011 season, this guy was
traded for Michael Dunn and Omar Infante and subsequently had his position-record fifth straight 30-homer season.
This guy struck out thrice, grounded into a double play, and had three extra-inning errors in a brutal appearance in
the 2008 All-Star Game, to which he was selected with his then-current double-play partner, Hanley Ramirez. For
10 points, remember this guy, a stone-handed but powerful Braves and Marlins second baseman?
ANSWER: Dan Uggla [or Daniel Cooley Uggla]



7. This defense guy and teammate Travis Fulgham were both taken in 2019 out of a school that had never before
produced an NFL draftee but did previously produce undrafted QB Taylor Heinicke. This guy, whose parents are
Jamaican immigrants, had two sacks on Carson Wentz in a 2019 Monday Night Football divisional loss that dropped
his team to 2-11 on the year. Negro League player Leovigildo Xiqués has a possible claim to a distinctive first of this
guy, who was also the first NFL draftee out of Old Dominion. For 10 points, remember this guy, a still-active Giants
edge rusher who is the first and only player in the “Big Four” leagues who has a surname beginning with ‘X’?
ANSWER: Oshane Ximines (ZIM-uh-niz)

8. In 2020 this guy shared two of his “favorite” excerpts from a memoir by Randy Rogers, one of which describes
how Rogers destroyed the soul of the “coward” Martin Samuels. In November 2019, an FBI branch in Washington
State purportedly took over this guy’s account after he was betrayed by his brother and gunned down on a remote
access trail by the National Guard, or “natty guard.” “The pale orb” and “I’m always stepping up to the plate and
fucking that shit up” are exemplary of this guy’s distinctive and sporadic posts. For 10 points, remember this guy, a
Twitter account that despises cowardly pitchers and exalts burly sluggers for their majestic “home run smashes”?
ANSWER: Mister Baseball [or @MisterBaseball0; accept Pete Chapman]

9. This guy appeared in and produced the 2007 John Leguizamo and Tyrese Gibson film The Take. In 2003, his only
year for the Amsterdam Admirals, this guy became the last NFL Europe player with 60+ receptions. Chad Johnson
and this much less productive guy are the only recent NFL receivers who played in college for Langston. As Ricky
Proehl was to the 1999 Rams, this guy was to the team that, a year earlier, put up the highest-ever scoring offense
prior to the 2007 Patriots. For 10 points, remember this guy, the fourth receiver behind Jake Reed, Cris Carter, and
Randy Moss on the 1998 Vikings, whose surname is reminiscent of a Gary Paulsen classic?
ANSWER: Matthew Hatchette

10. This guy’s late-career resurgence culminated with winning the title at the 2005 Snickers All-Star League over a
fellow member of the “Four Kings.” This guy was known as the “King of Silver” as the less-successful player in the
“Lim-Jin Rok,” a rivalry in which he was beaten at the 2004 EVER OSL by three straight bunker rushes and at the
2003 Winners Championship by a famous SCV rush. In the early 2000s, this legendary ZvT player kept losing to his
greatest Terran rival despite fast rushes that earned him the nickname “Storm Zerg.” For 10 points, remember this
guy, Slayers_`Boxer`’s great Zerg rival in Starcraft: Brood War, who had a colorful handle?
ANSWER: [NC]...YellOw [or Hong Jin-ho]

11. This guy’s NBA career ended when he was traded to the Nuggets for Arron Afflalo and was waived. In the 2013
game in which Nuggets mascot Rocky’s limp body was lowered from the rafters, this visiting guy played a minute in
garbage time with fellow second-year players Will Barton and Meyers Leonard. This guy was a first-round pick in
2009 but did not debut until 2012, a year after his fellow 2009 draftee and national team teammate, Ricky Rubio. On
the career scoring list for his only NBA team, he is third among Spaniards behind Sergio Rodriguez and Rudy
Fernandez. For 10 points, remember this Blazers forward who, despite his first name, did not really impact winning?
ANSWER: Victor Claver [or Victor Claver Arocas]

12. Thanks to being traded together twice, this starter guy was teammates in three straight seasons on three different
teams with Boone Logan. He was inexplicably left completely off the HOF ballot in 2016 despite being one of two
pitchers with 2,000 strikeouts in the 2000s. This guy was a trendy 2004 AL Cy Young pick but posted a 4.91 ERA in
32 starts after he was traded for Nick Johnson. After his only season in Arizona, where he was dealt for Randy
Johnson, he was traded for outfielder Chris Young and had three good seasons for the White Sox. For 10 points,
remember this guy, a really good Puerto Rican starter who had his best seasons in the early 2000s with the Expos?
ANSWER: Javier Vázquez [or Javier Carlos Vázquez]



13. In 2002, this guy caught his first career pass and immediately fumbled when Charles Woodson tackled him. This
guy caught his original team’s first-ever Super Bowl touchdown in a game in which his 18-yard reception to the one
yard line was negated by a dubious holding penalty on Sean Locklear. This guy was the subject of a controversial
no-fumble call during that championship game, the notoriously badly officiated Super Bowl 40. This 6-foot-7 guy
played the forgettable last four years of his career for Tampa after he was a first-round pick out of Washington. For
10 points, remember this guy, a Seahawks tight end who was in an abusive relationship with Hope Solo?
ANSWER: Jerramy Stevens [or Jerramy Ryan Stevens]

14. This guy missed only four games in 8+ seasons for his first team, to which he returned in 1998 in his age-37
season after four years out of the NBA. Five seasons after Tyrone Corbin played in 84 games due to a trade, this guy
played 84 games in the 1991-92 season after he was traded for Corbin and helped bolster a frontcourt that included
Randy Breuer and Felton Spencer. He is the only NBA player to share a first name with the guy who, for 50 years,
voiced Tony the Tiger. This guy finished second in Sixth Man voting in two straight years in the late 1980s playing
30+ minutes behind Karl Malone. For 10 points, remember this guy, a Jazz and Wolves big man and noted “Thurl”?
ANSWER: Thurl Bailey [or Thurl Lee Bailey]

15. This college football guy is the only notable guy for his alma mater at his primary position besides Kyle Larson
and longtime Raven Sam Koch. This guy’s team dominated a Kickoff Classic against West Virginia, in which his
counterpart, the Mountaineers’ Todd Sauerbrun, had a 90-yard boot. In a famous Orange Bowl, this guy helped his
team win 24-17 by answering the ostentatious celebrations of Miami defenders such as Dwayne Johnson and Warren
Sapp with booming punts, playing a crucial role in his team’s 1994 national title over also-undefeated Penn State.
For 10 points, remember this guy, the only Nebraska punter who also won the World Series with the Angels?
ANSWER: Darin Erstad [or Darin Charles Erstad]

16. The most recent Fire Joe Morgan entry for this guy notes that he swung “wildly” to make the last out in Carlos
Zambrano’s no-hitter, which, despite being played in Milwaukee, was a home game for this guy’s last team, the
Astros. Since 2000, the only 240-hit seasons are owned by Ichiro and this guy, who is also the only player to win a
Gold Glove as both an outfielder and infielder. This guy, the first overall pick in the draft in which Todd Helton went
eighth, anchored a World Series-winning outfield flanked by Garret Anderson and Tim Salmon. For 10 points,
remember this guy, the only Angels center fielder who also won a college football championship with Nebraska?
ANSWER: Darin Erstad [or Darin Charles Erstad]

17. In 2014, this guy told Ed Werder that, during a Mexico vacation, his girlfriend persuaded him to add MDMA to
a cocktail, explaining why he failed an NFL drug test. Probably the most recent relevant thing that happened to this
guy was getting chewed out by Shannon Sharpe on Undisputed after the Eagles cut him for giving up a jet sweep
touchdown to Tavon Austin. This guy is probably most notable for how Al Michaels embellished the short ‘A’s in
his name during the many national TV games in which he manned a secondary that often also included Brandon
Carr and Terence Newman. For 10 points, remember this guy, a longtime Cowboys corner named Orlando?
ANSWER: Orlando Scandrick [or Orlando Lee Scandrick]

18. In 2015, this college coach guy withdrew despite being alongside eventual hire Dave Roberts as one of four
finalists for the Dodgers’ manager job. Astros backup outfielder Jake Meyers and White Sox LOOGY Aaron
Bummer are the most successful MLB players coached in college by this guy, who was replaced by Will Bolt after
resigning in 2019. This guy, who failed to recruit any players from his native North Dakota, took over in 2012 when
Mike Anderson was fired by athletic director Tom Osborne. For 10 points, remember this guy, the only Huskers
baseball coach who also won a college football championship with Nebraska and a World Series with the Angels?
ANSWER: Darin Erstad [or Darin Charles Erstad]



19. A deal sending this guy to Houston for Robert Horry was voided for medical reasons after his disappointing year
in Detroit, where he was traded after his first all-star season in exchange for Dennis Rodman. In the late 1990s, this
guy and Malik Rose, along with two future Hall of Famers, were the four members of the “IBM Gang” that had
regular StarCraft LAN parties. This guy was playing through a serious ailment that required an offseason kidney
transplant when he hit a game-winning three over Rasheed Wallace in the 1999 Western Conference Finals in the
“Memorial Day Miracle.” For 10 points, remember this really good small forward out of Arizona for the Spurs?
ANSWER: Sean Elliott [or Sean Michael Elliott]

20. This guy had the lowest slugging percentage of any player to get 1,000+ plate appearances from 2000-09. This
guy’s single broke up fellow guy Bobby Jenks’s reliever record of 41 straight batters retired. A year before Jason
Tyner’s only career jack, this guy victimized Joel Piñeiro for his only home run a few months after being traded for
J. P. Howell. At spring training in 2008, this guy was in a dead sprint down the first base line when he leaped over
Hiroki Kuroda, demonstrating the tremendous leaping ability evident in a classic YouTube video in which he
hurdled his high school coach’s parked car. For 10 points, remember this extremely fast Rays and Royals outfielder?
ANSWER: Joey Gathright [or Joey Renard Gathright]

21. In 2015, this guy was cut two days after he flew commercial to a game in Miami because he missed the team
charter. This guy’s last significant action came later in 2015 when he beat out Jimmy Clausen after season-ending
injuries to both Matt Schaub and Joe Flacco. This guy threw his first career touchdown pass to J. J. Watt in the first
of two seasons he spent battling Brian Hoyer for snaps on the Texans. The pick that the Vikings traded to reacquire
Randy Moss was used by the Patriots to take this Bobby Petrino quarterback. For 10 points, remember this guy, a
6-foot-6 quarterback out of Arkansas who presumably was never wielded by the comedian Gallagher?
ANSWER: Ryan Mallett

22. In September 2018, this guy came on as a pinch hitter for Khris Davis, cementing Davis’s fourth straight year of
batting .247. This guy, who is a perfect 3-for-3 across two All-Star games, told fans in 2012 to stop sending hate
mail to his wife for accidentally breaking his hand by dropping a suitcase on it. A 2019 FanGraphs article contrasted
this guy’s work with Shaun Marcum to George Kottaras’s work with Randy Wolf to explain why this guy’s 2011
fWAR jumped from 1.4 to 5.9 under a new calculation. In the early 2010s, this guy’s framing  “stole” over 1,000
strikes for pitchers such as Yovani Gallardo. For 10 points, remember this guy, a really good Brewers catcher?
ANSWER: Jonathan Lucroy [or Jonathan Charles Lucroy]

23. This guy shot 5-for-10 from three and was even older than Luis Scola and David West among members of the
Pacers’ 2014 Conference Finals rotation. Ten ECFs prior, this guy and Eddie and Damon Jones were their team’s
main deep threats. This guy, whose incredible birth name was Felix Cheeseborough, went to the New Orleans/OKC
Hornets in 2005 in the largest trade in NBA history. In 2018, this guy and his former American Idol contestant
girlfriend, Leah LaBelle, died in a horrific car crash on Ventura Boulevard. For 10 points, remember this guy, a Heat
and Clippers three-point specialist whose first name looks like it should rhyme with “casual” but doesn’t?
ANSWER: Rasual Butler [accept Felix Rasual Cheeseborough before “Cheeseborough”]

24. In 2011, this guy entered his first-ever Masters 1000 doubles tournament at Indian Wells, where he and partner
Xavier Malisse shockingly won. In his best Grand Slam finish, this guy dispatched Jo-Wilfried Tsonga and Robin
Soderling in consecutive rounds before bowing out to Andy Murray in the quarters of the 2011 Australian Open.
This guy, who has Gilbert syndrome, lost the 2016 Hopman Cup final alongside countrywoman Elina Svitolina. In
2010, he westernized the spelling of his first name from “Oleksandr.” For 10 points, remember this guy, a Ukrainian
tennis player whose Wikipedia page I once edited to include a “did you mean?” for the board game Dogopoly?
ANSWER: Alexandr Dolgopolov [or Alexandr Oleksandrovych Dolgopolov; or Oleksandr Dolgopolov Jr.]



25. This guy, who is barely in the top 100 in NBA career free throw percentage, played out a 1989 first-round
NCAA tournament win over Providence despite shattering one of his teeth. After this guy was traded with Chris
Herren for former teammate Robert Pack, he had his last relevant season as by far the third scorer behind Antoine
Walker and Paul Pierce on the 2000-01 Celtics. This guy and Mahmoud Abdul-Rauf were the starting backcourt for
the first NBA team to advance in an 8-1 playoff upset. For 10 points, remember this guy, a 1990s mainstay at
shooting guard for the Nuggets, whose last name almost sounds like something a high schooler would guess?
ANSWER: Bryant Stith [or Bryant Lamonica Stith]

26. This former walk-on guy had a breakout national TV game in a loss to Clemson in the Las Vegas Forsythia
Bowl. This guy out of BU unusually wore number 78 and was asked about a non-Ted Hendricks “Mad Stork” in a
soft Moment magazine profile by Helen Steeply. This guy was dealt away from the Saints for a safety and two
backup guards after a trade demand occasioned by a rainstorm that caused a landslide through a graveyard and
scattered body parts across his lawn. This owner an 8-point-something-seconds average hangtime is believed to hold
the master copy of “The Entertainment.” For 10 points, remember this guy, a Cardinals punter from Infinite Jest?
ANSWER: Orin J. Incandenza [or O. J. Incandenza]

27. This guy and his team’s shortstop homered off of Hideki Irabu, who came on in relief of Roger Clemens, in the
“where is Roger?” game of the 1999 ALCS. In one of several games in which Pedro Martinez lost a no-hitter in the
ninth, this guy was beaned by the Rays’ Dave Eiland and Tony Fiore after a bench-clearing brawl in which this guy
accidentally concussed his own teammate Lou Merloni. This guy, who is by far the second most famous “Belleville
Basher” after tennis’s Jimmy Connors, was a really good AAA slugger who had exactly 20, 21, or 22 homers from
1999-2003 for the Red Sox. For 10 points, remember this guy, an early 2000s slugger nicknamed “Dauber”?
ANSWER: Brian Daubach [or Brian Michael Daubach]

28. In 2006, this rookie guy had a 66-yard reception on the second play of his team’s first playoff game in 15 years,
but both he and his quarterback suffered game-ending knee injuries on the play. In 2010, a research institute at this
guy’s alma mater, West Virginia, announced that he was the first recently active player to be definitively diagnosed
with CTE, which may explain why he was arrested several times during his career. In this guy’s best season, 2006,
he had nine TDs as the third receiver behind T. J. Houshmandzadeh and Chad Johnson. For 10 points, remember this
guy, a Bengals receiver who died in 2009 when he fell out of a truck during a domestic dispute?
ANSWER: Chris Henry

29. This guy’s 2013 began with a spring training trade from the D-Backs to the Pirates and ended with him
becoming possibly the only player to be traded four times in a season and to play for all four new teams. A year after
the Red Sox traded Mike Aviles for manager John Farrell, Boston traded Nefi Ogando to Philly for this guy, who
was previously managed by Farrell. Chaska High School graduate Brad Gulden in 1980 and this guy in 2005 are the
two most recent Major Leaguers to be traded for a PTBNL who turned out to be themselves. For 10 points,
remember this guy, a Blue Jays defensive shortstop not to be confused with Canada’s first prime minister?
ANSWER: John McDonald [or John Joseph McDonald]

30. In 2005, this guy became the only player ever to win both the Lombardi Award and the Sammy Baugh Trophy in
the same year. A year after this guy was drafted right behind D’Brickashaw Ferguson, he slid to 22nd and was taken
just before Dwayne Bowe. The Super Bowl 35 halftime show jersey worn by Nelly inspired a special-edition jersey
emblazoned with this guy’s number “17.” This two-way guy passed for 286 yards and sacked himself twice in a
BCS game that he both won and lost by 14 points. For 10 points, remember this hypothetical guy for both Notre
Dame and Ohio State, whose jersey was worn by his sister, who was also his girlfriend, at the 2006 Fiesta Bowl?
ANSWER: Brady Hawk or A. J. Quinn [accept answers suggesting the combined Brady Quinn and A. J. Hawk;
prompt on “Hawk” or “Quinn”; do not accept or prompt on “A. J. Hawk” or “Brady Quinn”]



31. In the year of the original “Linsanity,” this guy sparked murmurs of his own Linsanity when he had 25, 8, and 6
against the woeful 2011-12 Bobcats on a ten-day contract because of rookie Kyrie Irving’s injury. This guy left the
NBA for good when he was waived during the Clippers’ DeAndre Jordan saga offseason, and he returned to the
Flying Leopards, for whom he was Finals MVP in 2018. This guy, who is the only multiple-time international MVP
of the CBA, racked up 10 steals against Central Baptist while playing for UT-Martin en route to becoming the only
DI men’s player to have a quadruple double. For 10 points, remember this guy, the NBA’s most recent “Lester”?
ANSWER: Lester Hudson [or Lester Hudson III]

32. This guy’s failure to attend a meet-and-greet he marked for the wrong time, date, and city was analogized to
when he promised a 9th-inning homer and popped up but still ran it out. In 1969, this guy batted .143, threw out a
runner who fell down, and made “spectacular catches of routine fly balls.” This guy was fired after calling a squeeze
with the bases empty in his only game as manager of the Waffletown Syrups. He was sent down to Stumptown in the
Green Grass League after a season of batting .004 in 249 at bats, as noted by a kid who is constantly thwarted trying
to get this guy’s autograph. For 10 points, remember this guy, the terrible favorite player of Charlie Brown?
ANSWER: Joe Shlabotnik [or Joseph Shlabotnik]

33. Mark Murphy reported that this guy was dealt to the Raptors shortly after spending an entire practice “blank
faced” and getting dunked on by a much better player who kept yelling “do you feel me?” This guy was the second
and most recent player taken in the top ten out of his alma mater, after Hersey Hawkins. The first two lottery picks
to have their third-year options declined were Yaroslav Korolev and this Blaine, Minnesota guy. This guy, who was
run out of Boston in 2009 thanks to KG’s abuses, became the 9th overall pick after leading a 2006 Sweet Sixteen run
for Bradley. For 10 points, remember this guy, a Warriors draft bust who has an unbelievably Irish name?
ANSWER: Patrick O’Bryant [or Patrick Fitzgerald O’Bryant]

34. This guy’s 213 consecutive starts, including losses in Super Bowls 34 and 39, is a record for his position. This
last active NFL guy to have been a Houston Oiler briefly had the richest contract ever for his position because of a
2000 deal that signed him away from the Titans. Since 2016, this guy has been the NFL’s vice president of “policy
and rules administration” despite having a son in the league. This guy with jersey number 69 helped seal a 10-6 win
over the Cowboys in 2007 by signaling for a goalline kneel down by a loose Brian Westbrook. For 10 points,
remember this guy, a hulking Eagles right tackle who served two terms as a GOP congressman from New Jersey?
ANSWER: Jon Runyan [or Jon Daniel Runyan Sr.]

35. In this guy’s biggest competition, she finished 6.952 points behind Steffen Peters’s team and failed to advance.
On 30 Rock, Tracy juices TGS’s ratings by impersonating Alabama governor Bob Dunston in a plot arc that begins
when this guy Skypes in and eats an apple instead of a carrot. Jan Ebeling appeared in the 2012 Olympics thanks to
this guy, who was central to a 2012 hullabaloo similar to the resurfaced “dog on the car roof” story. An up-front
investment of $77,000 went into this Oldenburg warmblood guy who was really good at moves such as “piaffing”
and “cantering.” For 10 points, remember this guy, a dressage mare co-owned by Ann Romney, the wife of Mitt?
ANSWER: Rafalca

36. In this guy’s only playoff appearance, he started and lost a pivotal NLCS Game 4 to the Cardinals after he
became the Dodgers’ major July 2013 trade acquisition. As a minor leaguer, this guy was traded for a speedy
outfielder to his original MLB franchise alongside less successful pitchers Reynel Pinto and Sergio Mitre. This guy’s
26.1 fWAR is nearly twice his 13.4 bWAR because of his largest-ever FIP-minus-ERA gap. For his primary
franchise, he tops the career innings pitched and strikeouts leaderboards ahead of such luminaries as Josh Johnson,
A. J. Burnett, and Dontrelle Willis. For 10 points, remember this guy, a Mexican pitcher for the Marlins?
ANSWER: Ricky Nolasco [or Carlos Enrique Nolasco]



37. On Fox & Friends, Donald Trump called this guy a “terrible human being” and wondered if her partner was “all
there.” In June 2014 this guy posed on Instagram with a Lakers championship ring and the caption “no bad deed
goes unpunished.” In a national TV interview, this guy characterized herself as a “right hand arm . . . man” and a
“silly rabbit,” prompting the question “his silly rabbit, that’s what he called you?” and her mystifying answer: “no.”
This guy’s Instagram post of her with Magic Johnson led to her being told that she shouldn’t bring black people to
games in a recording released on TMZ in 2014. For 10 points, remember this guy, the mistress of Donald Sterling?
ANSWER: V. Stiviano [or María Vanessa Perez; or Monica Gallegos; or Maria Valdez]

38. Shortly after Jeffrey Loria traded the Expos for the Marlins, the Marlins traded Cliff Floyd and Ryan Dempster
to the Expos for, among other guys, Carl Pavano and this infield guy. In this guy’s first World Series, he pinch hit for
Ryan Klesko once and came on as a defensive replacement twice for shortstop Rafael Belliard. This guy made and
won his second World Series in 2003 after his bases-clearing NLCS double gave his Marlins an 8-3 lead in the Steve
Bartman inning. For 10 points, remember this guy, who, despite his -2.8 career WAR, never rent his garments and
girded himself in sackcloth, unlike a biblical namesake who was detested by Haman in the Book of Esther?
ANSWER: Mike Mordecai [or Michael Howard Mordecai]

39. This guy was the leading scorer in a 116-110 win over the SuperSonics that spuriously identified January 20,
1992 as the “good day” from Ice Cube’s “It Was a Good Day.” He was traded out of L.A. in the deal that resolved
the holdout from the SuperSonics of Doug Christie. This sweet-shooting big man played in the 2000 Finals with the
Pacers nine years after he hit a game-winning three in Game 1 of the 1991 Finals, a game in which the two other top
scorers were this guy’s former college teammates. This college teammate of James Worthy and Michael Jordan got
his nickname because he always looked tired. For 10 points, remember this guy nicknamed “Sleepy Sam”?
ANSWER: Sam Perkins [or Samuel Bruce Perkins]

40. Musa Smith, Steve Smith, Terrell Owens, and this guy were victimized by Roy Smith dragdowns that led to the
horse-collar tackle ban. This guy with 501 career receiving yards was in “The 50” and the MUT “99 Club” because,
despite rating as a 72 and 82 overall, his legendary speed, acceleration, and jump ratings broke Madden 04 and 05.
Wiki claims that he was “the starting receiver” for a school where he remains the highest-ever draft pick, Middle
Tennessee State. In his rookie year, he was behind Drew Bennett, Justin McCareins, and Derrick Mason on the depth
chart. For 10 points, remember this guy, a Titans receiver who may have had lustrous orange, black, and white fur?
ANSWER: Tyrone Calico [or Tyrone Bernard Calico]

41. This guy played a career-high 39 minutes, went 5 for 5 from the field, and locked down Wayne Simien in a
regional final win over Kansas. In a “One Shining Moment” that prominently features this guy, he is first seen
receiving a jump-hug from Marvin Lewis after they eliminated Tony Allen’s team. This guy had 19 points and 12
rebounds in a national semifinal win over Oklahoma State but was overpowered by Emeka Okafor in a title game
that this guy and teammates Will Bynum and Jarret Jack lost to UConn. For 10 points, remember this guy, an
Australian center with curly, flaming-red hair who helped power the 2004 runner-up season of Georgia Tech?
ANSWER: Luke Schenscher [or Luke Dean Schenscher]

42. This guy has homophonically the same name as the lefty traded from Detroit to Cleveland for Jhonny Peralta. In
this guy’s first full season, he became the first NL rookie at his position to start the All-Star Game and finished two
shy of Billy Williams’s franchise record for rookie home runs. He beat out Joey Votto and teammate Kosuke
Fukudome for an NL Rookie of the Year Award. In 2012 his most notable team replaced him with a guy who is his
#2 Baseball Reference similarity score, Welington Castillo. For 10 points, remember this guy, a decent hitter who
replaced Michael Barrett and from 2005-12 was the primary catcher for the Cubs?
ANSWER: Geovany Soto



43. One of Bergen Record writer Adrian Wojnarowski’s first columns for ESPN was about how this guy punched
teammate Ty Shine. In his rookie season, he was the first NBA player to put up 130+ blocks and 90+ threes. After
this guy was the 7th overall pick, he was dealt in the trade that brought fellow 2001 draftees Brandon Armstrong,
Jason Collins, and Richard Jefferson to the Nets. In 2006, this guy got into a crash while drunk driving and watching
porn, presaging this Seton Hall alumnus’s untimely death. For 10 points, what stretch big for Houston and
Minnesota missed the entire 2003-04 season for alcohol rehab and died in 2007 when his SUV was hit by a train?
ANSWER: Eddie Griffin [or Eddie Jamaal Griffin]

44. This guy and Jameis Winston are the only two college quarterbacks of the last 20 years to complete at least 90%
of at least 20 pass attempts in two straight games. In the second of those games, this guy, who was completely bald
at age 21, terrorized Purdue by completing 21 of 22 passes for 396 yards, including 97 yards to Chris Autman-Bell
and 177 yards to Rashod Bateman. This guy finished his career a perfect 4-0 in bowl games after recovering from
injury and playing in the Pinstripe Bowl for the injured Athan Kaliakmanis. For 10 points, remember this super
duper senior who just finished his career as the most successful University of Minnesota quarterback?
ANSWER: Tanner Morgan

45. This guy, who has the most parking lot homers at Sahlen Field in Buffalo, victimized Jamie Moyer for Moyer’s
record-tying 505th homer given up. With a few additional stops, he essentially followed the teams-played-for
progression of Richie Sexson as this guy became the last and least notable player to have 190+ career home runs
after starting his career as a bench player on the 1990s Cleveland Indians. Before the walls were moved forward for
2013, Ken Griffey, Raul Ibanez, John Olerud, and this guy were the only lefties to hit double-digit homers in a
season at Safeco Field. For 10 points, remember this 2000s slugger nicknamed “Russell the Muscle”?
ANSWER: Russell Branyan [or Russell Oles Branyan]

46. Russell Branyan’s incredibly detailed wiki page says that Branyan found it “real exciting” to be traded to the
Padres for Dale Thayer and this guy. This reliever guy would have been high school teammates with Bobby Jenks in
Washington but Jenks’s grades were too low. In 2010, he became the most recent retired guy to be an All-Star
reliever for the team that selected him in the Rule 5 draft, setting up Joel Hanrahan. The last pitch of this guy’s
career, which came in a disastrous 2014 stint with the Orioles, resulted in a walkoff in Derek Jeter’s final career at
bat. For 10 points, remember this guy, a decent Pirates reliever from 2009-11 who will presumably inherit the Earth?
ANSWER: Evan Meek [or Evan David Meek]

47. Evan Meek’s wiki page mentions a 2010 game in which Meek struck out Derrek Lee, Alfonso Soriano, and this
former teammate of Meek’s. In 2008, this guy had a namesake son who is a “the 7th.” Ten years before Mike Leake,
this guy singled in his only at bat as he became, albeit briefly, the first guy in the 2000s to skip the minors. Aaron
Rowand’s face-bloodying catch robbed this guy. His MLB career, which was derailed by two Tommy John
surgeries, began with the Padres and peaked as the Yankees’ post-deadline left fielder in 2008. In 2006, he was the
Pirates’ main haul for dealing Oliver Perez to the Mets. For 10 points, remember this guy nicknamed “X-Man”?
ANSWER: Xavier Nady [or Xavier Clifford Nady VI]

48. The wiki page for this guy mentions that, as a member of the Braves, he surrendered an RBI single to Xavier
Nady after returning from left field, where he played for one at bat while Royce Ring pitched to a lefty. His wiki
page also mentions he and his wife Kara’s credentials as one of Florida’s highest-volume real estate teams. Kevin
Gregg left the Angels in a trade for this guy, whose tenure with the Braves was interrupted by a year with the
Hanshin Tigers. He was traded to Oakland for Zack Thornton after 2.5 years as a decent setup guy for the Pirates
from 2010-12. For 10 points, remember this guy, a mediocre reliever whose surname is “poser” backwards?
ANSWER: Chris Resop [or Christopher Paul Resop]


